
Filename Description Duration

BOW glass vase.wav Bowing glass vase 01:04.502

BOW metal box edge.wav Bowing the edge of hard metal box 00:26.155

BOW metal stand.wav Bowing metal acoustic stand 00:54.515

BOW metal table.wav Bowing metal table 01:19.338

BOW scrapes on mic body.wav Bowing contact mic body 00:44.145

BOW small tibetan singing bowl.wav Bowing the edge of small tibetan singing bowl 00:48.319

BOW tape measure edge.wav Bowing tape measure edge with squeaks 02:20.783

BRUSH poke plywood with wire brush.wav Poke and scrape plywood with metal fork 01:23.274

BRUSH poke wood plank with wire brush.wav Poke and scrape wood plank with wire brush 00:29.744

BRUSH reed broom with metal stick 1.wav Scrape reed broom with metal stick. Take 1 01:36.106

BRUSH reed broom with metal stick 2.wav Scrape reed broom with metal stick. Take 2 01:34.083

DEBRIS crackle on thick glass panel.wav Small rocks and sand crackle on thick glass panel 00:51.090

DEBRIS drop metal screw on roofing slate.wav Drop metal screw on roofing slate 00:28.510

DEBRIS drop small metal screw on wood.wav Drop small metal screw on wood plank 00:10.804

DEBRIS in rotating rainstick.wav Small rainstick rotating 01:11.633

DEBRIS small metal screw roll on wood.wav Drop and roll small metal screw on wood plank 00:08.515

DEBRIS small rocks and sand crackle on glass panel.wav Pour small rock debris over glass panel 00:10.837

HIT and ratchet bike spokes with metal stick.wav Hitting and ratcheting on bike wheel spokes with metal stick 02:35.857

HIT bike spoke with metal stick.wav Hit bike spoke with metal stick 02:16.203

HIT glass vase 1 with wood stick.wav Hit glass vase 1 with wood stick 00:48.534

HIT glass vase 2 with wood stick.wav Hit glass vase 2 with wood stick 00:43.277

HIT glass vase with metal stick.wav Hit glass vase with metal stick 01:39.785

HIT metal acoustic stand.wav Hit metal acoustic stand with finger 00:47.392

HIT metal cage with wood stick.wav Hit metal cage with wood stick 00:31.580

HIT metal drainage pipe with steel rod.wav Hit metal old metal drainage pipe with steel rod 00:38.031

HIT metal garage door with wood stick.wav Hit metal garage door with wood stick 00:37.145

HIT metal sheet with thick wood stick.wav Hit large metal sheet with thick wood stick 00:33.714

HIT metal table with steel rod.wav Hit metal table with steel rod 01:11.082

HIT metal table with wood stick.wav Hit metal table with wood stick 01:45.757

HIT metal tank with wood stick.wav Hit hollow metal tank with wood stick 01:22.944

HIT metal wok with steel rod.wav Hit metal wok with steel rod 01:17.234

HIT old glass panel with finger.wav Hit old glass panel with finger 00:23.274

HIT plastic bottle with another bottle.wav Hit plastic bottle with another bottle 00:45.089

HIT roofing slate with fingernail.wav Hit roofing slate with fingernail 00:07.978

HIT roofing slate with plastic pen and click.wav Hit roofing slate with plastic pen and click 00:09.542
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HIT thick metal plate with steel rod.wav Hit thick metal plate with steel rod 00:47.506

HUM aqua massage vibration.wav Aqua massage vibration mode 01:53.576

HUM aqua massage with bubbles.wav Aqua massage with bubbles 04:44.371

HUM computer case.wav PC is running. Mics attached to metal case 03:26.933

HUM washing machine press cycle.wav Washing machine press cycle 09:15.157

HUM washing machine rinse cycle.wav Washing machine rinse cycle 04:11.477

HUM washing machine wash cycle.wav Washing machine wash cycle 03:28.757

METAL chain hitting steel bucket.wav Metal chain is hitting steel bucket 01:36.444

METAL chain putting down over glass panel.wav Smal metal chain putting over old glass panel 01:45.838

METAL spring reverb tank scrapes.wav Scraping spring reverb tank with wood stick 01:58.790

METAL table scrapes table with steel rod.wav Scraping metal table elements with steel rod 02:56.033

METAL tape measure pull out and release.wav Tape measure pull out and release. Mics attached to metal part 00:54.084

METAL tape measure slow pull out.wav Tape measure slow pull out. Mics attached to casing 00:22.549

METAL toaster lever pull down and release.wav Metal toaster lever pulling down and releasing 00:48.154

MOVEMENT and roll plastic cap on cardboard.wav Move and roll plastic cap on cardboard 00:27.899

MOVEMENT bats on attic.wav Bats are scraping behind wood wall in old attic 03:40.886

MOVEMENT toy with steel ball on cardboard.wav Small rolling toy with steel ball on cardboard 00:38.728

RATCHET broken bike wheel spin and brakes apply 1.wav Ratcheting broken bike wheel spinning and brakes apply. Take 1 02:33.817

RATCHET broken bike wheel spin and brakes apply 2.wav Ratcheting broken bike wheel spinning and brakes apply. Take 2 02:16.929

RATCHET broken bike wheel spin.wav Ratcheting broken bike wheel 02:27.691

RATCHET glass vase with metal stick.wav Ratcheting glass vase with metal stick 01:21.408

RATCHET glass vase with wood stick.wav Ratcheting glass vase with wood stick 00:49.846

RATCHET large bubble wrap with metal rod.wav Ratcheting large bubble wrap package with metal rod 00:39.353

RATCHET plastic hose 1.wav Ratcheting plastic hose from vacuum cleaner. Take 1 01:12.370

RATCHET plastic hose 2.wav Ratcheting plastic hose from vacuum cleaner. Take 2 02:40.288

RATCHET plastic hose on wood plank.wav Ratcheting wood plank with plastic hose 01:09.501

RATCHET tool turning 1.wav Socket wrench tool turning. Take 1 02:06.053

RATCHET tool turning 2.wav Socket wrench tool turning. Take 2 01:37.376

SCRAPE cardboard with fingernail.wav Scrape cardboard with fingernail 00:39.548

SCRAPE cardboard with grinding stone.wav Scrape cardboard with grinding stone 00:58.844

SCRAPE cardboard with knife.wav Scrape cardboard with metal knife fast 00:41.318

SCRAPE cardboard with metal fork.wav Scrape cardboard with large large metal fork 00:35.901

SCRAPE cardboard with metal nail.wav Scrape cardboard with metal nail 00:17.171

SCRAPE cardboard with metal ruler.wav Scrape cardboard with metal ruler 01:35.461

SCRAPE glass vase 1 with metal plate.wav Scrape glass vase 1 with metal plate 01:09.555

SCRAPE glass vase 1 with metal ruler.wav Scrape glass vase 1 with metal ruler 00:16.171

SCRAPE glass vase 2 with metal plate.wav Scrape glass vase 2 with metal plate 02:05.860

SCRAPE glass vase 2 with metal ruler.wav Scrape glass vase 2 with metal ruler 00:31.516



SCRAPE glass vase 3 with metal plate.wav Scrape glass vase 3 with metal plate 00:50.910

SCRAPE glass vase with metal brush.wav Scrape glass vase with small metal brush 00:44.898

SCRAPE large bubble wrap with office blade fast 1.wav Scrape large bubble wrap package with office blade. Fast. Take 1 00:16.428

SCRAPE large bubble wrap with office blade fast 2.wav Scrape large bubble wrap package with office blade. Fast. Take 2 00:16.180

SCRAPE large bubble wrap with wire brush 1.wav Scrape large bubble wrap package with metal wire brush. Take 1 00:56.135

SCRAPE large bubble wrap with wire brush 2.wav Scrape large bubble wrap package with metal wire brush. Take 2 00:31.427

SCRAPE large exercise ball with fingernail.wav Scrape large rubber exercise ball with fingernail 01:04.760

SCRAPE metal blinds fast.wav Scrape domestic aluminium blinds. Fast 01:06.156

SCRAPE metal blinds slow.wav Scrape domestic aluminium blinds. Slow 02:06.314

SCRAPE metal drainage pipe with steel rod.wav Scrape old metal drainage pipe with steel rod 00:22.294

SCRAPE metal plate with steel rod.wav Scrape thick metal plate with steel rod 00:44.706

SCRAPE metal sheet with wire brush.wav Scrape large metal sheet with steel wire brush 00:37.040

SCRAPE metal stand with steel brush.wav Scrape metal acoustic stand with steel brush 00:31.888

SCRAPE metal stand with steel rod.wav Scrape metal acoustic stand with steel rod 01:03.016

SCRAPE metal stand with steel ruler.wav Scrape metal acoustic stand with steel ruler 00:37.326

SCRAPE metal tank hard and fast.wav Scrape metal hollow tank. Very fast 00:12.615

SCRAPE metal tank with wire brush.wav Scrape hollow metal tank with steel wire brush 01:02.097

SCRAPE metal wok with steel brush.wav Scrape metal wok with steel brush 00:30.221

SCRAPE metal wok with wood stick.wav Scrape metal wok with wood stick 00:43.602

SCRAPE plastic bottle with another bottle.wav Scrape plastic bottle with another bottle 00:31.103

SCRAPE plastic bottle with grinding stone.wav Scrape plastic bottle with grinding stone 00:10.400

SCRAPE plastic bottle with knife.wav Scrape plastic bottle with metal knife 00:18.074

SCRAPE plastic bottle with metal nail.wav Scrape plastic bottle with metal nail 00:38.733

SCRAPE plastic bottle with office blade.wav Scrape plastic bottle with office blade 00:28.891

SCRAPE plastic bottle with wire brush.wav Scrape plastic bottle with metal wire brush 00:56.542

SCRAPE plastic bucket with metal ruler.wav Scrape plastic bucket with metal ruler 01:06.305

SCRAPE plastic hollow can with metal fork.wav Scrape plastic hollow can with large metal fork 00:27.262

SCRAPE plastic hose with metal brush.wav Scrape plastic hose from vacuum cleaner with metal brush 00:55.382

SCRAPE plywood with knife fast.wav Scrape plywood with metal knife. Fast 00:27.182

SCRAPE plywood with knife.wav Scrape plywood with metal knife 00:27.820

SCRAPE plywood with metal fork.wav Scrape plywood with metal fork 00:11.914

SCRAPE plywood with rock stone.wav Scrape plywood with rock stone 00:51.763

SCRAPE plywood with wire brush.wav Scrape plywood with metal wire brush 00:36.609

SCRAPE roofing slate with grinding stone fast.wav Scrape roofing slate with grinding stone. Fast 00:17.145

SCRAPE roofing slate with grinding stone slow.wav Scrape roofing slate with grinding stone. Slow 00:52.825

SCRAPE roofing slate with knife fast.wav Scrape roofing slate with metal knife. Fast 00:27.327

SCRAPE roofing slate with knife slow.wav Scrape roofing slate with metal knife. Slow 00:32.081

SCRAPE roofing slate with metal fork slow.wav Scrape roofing slate with large metal fork. Slow 00:30.605



SCRAPE roofing slate with metal fork.wav Scrape roofing slate with large metal fork 00:15.370

SCRAPE roofing slate with metal nail.wav Scrape roofing slate with metal nail 00:33.918

SCRAPE roofing slate with metal rod.wav Scrape roofing slate with metal rod 00:15.231

SCRAPE roofing slate with office blade fast.wav Scrape roofing slate with office blade. Fast 00:38.102

SCRAPE roofing slate with office blade slow.wav Scrape roofing slate with office blade. Slow 00:39.232

SCRAPE roofing slate with wire brush.wav Scrape roofing slate with metal wire brush 00:14.186

SCRAPE tape measure edge with metal plate.wav Scrape tape measure edge with metal plate 01:50.903

SCRAPE tape measure with metal ruler 1.wav Scrape tape measure with metal ruler. Take 1 01:42.480

SCRAPE tape measure with metal ruler 2.wav Scrape tape measure with metal ruler. Take 2 00:52.783

SCRAPE tape measure with metal ruler 3.wav Scrape tape measure with metal ruler. Take 3 00:39.167

SCRAPE textured glass panel with fingernail fast.wav Scrape textured glass panel with fingernail. Fast 00:40.061

SCRAPE textured glass panel with fingernail slow.wav Scrape textured glass panel with fingernail. Slow 01:19.120

SCRAPE textured glass panel with metal brush slow.wav Scrape textured glass panel with small metal brush. Slow 00:19.660

SCRAPE textured glass with finger squeaks.wav Finger squeaks on glass 02:22.580

SCRAPE textured glass with wood stick.wav Scrape textured glass panel with wood stick 00:46.554

SCRAPE thick glass panel with grinding stone.wav Scrape thick glass panel with grinding stone 00:21.951

SCRAPE thick glass panel with metal plate.wav Scrape thick dirty glass panel with metal plate 00:58.463

SCRAPE thick glass panel with stone.wav Scrape thick glass panel with rock stone 00:37.120

SCRAPE two wood planks.wav Scrape two planks with each other 00:48.970

SCRAPE wood plank with grinding stone.wav Scrape wood plank with grinding stone 00:30.032

SCRAPE wood plank with knife.wav Scrape wood plank with knife 00:40.936

SCRAPE wood plank with metal knife.wav Scrape on wood plank with metal knife 01:23.797

SCRAPE wood plank with stone.wav Scrape wood plank with rock stone 00:20.778

SCRAPE wood plank with wire brush.wav Scrape wood plank with steel wire brush 00:46.285

SPIN bike spokes on cardboard.wav Spinning bike spokes and hitting rhe cardboard 01:07.959

SPIN ceramic plate on cardboard.wav Spinning ceramic plate on cardboard 00:54.007

SPIN coin on cardboard.wav Spinning coin on cardboard 01:33.424

SPIN friction bike tire on cardboard.wav Spinning bike tire with friction on cardboard 01:32.159

SPIN mixer on cardboard.wav Spinning mixer on cardboard. Various speeds 04:51.787

SPIN mixer on plastic hose.wav Spinning mixer on plastic hose. Various speeds 02:07.557

SPIN plastic cap on plywood.wav Spinning plastic cap on plywood 01:54.006

SPIN small plastic dish on glass panel.wav Spinning small plastic dish on glass panel 00:38.379

WATER drainpipes in toilet gurgling.wav Toilet drainpipes are gurgling 03:28.400

WATER pour into plastic bottle.wav Pour water into plastic bottle 01:08.687

WATER rain hits metal drain pipe.wav Rain is hitting old metal drainage pipe 03:26.711
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